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Decorative LED
Architectural
& Technical LED

Custom design

Funky Design

Outdoor Architectural LED

Back Lighting solutions

marchettiilluminazione.com

New worlds of light to transmit current visions of
contemporary living. The wisdom of experience
to make it all concrete and the desire to
look to the future with curiosity and energy,
experiencing renewed alchemies of traditional
materials like Italian crystals. They involve your
senses, evoking the past atmospheres in the
magnificence of small, large or even majestic
spaces of modern living.

MATERICA is a collection of sculptural elements
from which the passion for the raw material, cement,
emerges decisively. Cement formed and created in
with detailed lines, curves ,and colors. An extreme
and innovative design choice available as different
sized Circle pendant (Ø60, Ø90, Ø120) and Linear
Suspension( L100, L150, L200) in natural, white and
brass and custom finishes.

DOME collection is characterized by
adjustable articulated elements and highperformance lenses that concentrate the
beam of light, effectively spreading it into
the environment. Hanging lamps, wall,
table, and floor lamps, in black and white
colors enriched by gold, which enclose
functionality and elegance, through subtle
alchemy between form, precision, world
class crystal lenses and leading LED Chip
technology.

IMAGINE you can transfer the same luminous rings from one
suspension to a wall lamp, ceiling lamp or floor lamp…
With Ulaop all this is possible! Simple tubular metal structures
gives life to endless variations as a series of products: wall lamps,
suspensions and floor lamps, minimal and elegant structures that,
like iconic totem that is self created as the function or the mood of
the space changes.

9010.it-en

The 9010 novantadieci collection reveals
a constant investment in research and
development of cutting-edge products: a careful
selection of raw materials, high-end customized
lighting solutions and patented recessing
methods. Creating invisible lighting sensations.
Seamless recessed into plaster and dryboard.
9010 novantadieci is unique in the wide
variety of integrated LEDs, applicable also to
customized solutions, offering a wide selection to
interior designers and architects in the study of
emotionally and visually high impact designs.

vistosi.com

Beginning in 1978, Gordon Bullard and Company - Custom Lighting has been
creating products that are proudly made in Italy, mostly collaborating with Italian
companies and craftsmen in order to offer it’s high-tech and design product.
The rigorous selection of high-quality components and materials, world class
engineering, and total quality enable us to produce and offer clients a vast
range of light fixtures for all types of use. Gordon Bullard and Company - Custom
Lighting offers one of the best economic values of Italian lighting fixtures and
design for both indoors and outdoors.

cerchiolighting.com

Cerchio Lighting prides itself on manufacturing and
importing the finest collection of specification grade
lighting in the world all in the celebration of the “circle“.
Their goal is to offer a comprehensive collection of
Architectural, Technical, and Decorative lighting. While
delivering the leading technology with the flexibility
of customization. Cerchio Lighting manufactures from
all mediums with specialty in Murano glass, metal
fabrication, composites and crystals.

bullardbollards.com

Welcome to Bullard Bollards: The most comprehensive collection
of outdoor and indoor Bollards offered in the architectural
lighting business all under one roof. We manufacture and
purvey nothing but Bollards from USA, Europe, Mexico, and
Canada. With the large variety of Bollards available boasting
many different designs and technical characteristics, you will find
solutions for your specifying projects with Bullard Bollards. While
many companies offer a collection of Bollards as a subset to an
otherwise large offering of outdoor lighting, Bullard Bollards
offers a large collection of Bollards all in one, easy to use space.
We also design and manufacture custom projects.

dark.be

DARK is considered one of the most cutting edge design companies in the lighting business and beyond. Winners
of the Good Design Award over 6 times and collaborations with over 25 leading Industrial Designers, DARK has
become a leading force in Architectural design. The eclectic use of materials including such substrates as glass,
acrylic, steel, leather, rabbit fur, foam, wood, cork and many other materials combined with unique and abstract
shapes and surface define DARK. Fixtures are created that impress and inspire the visual sense while providing
character and soul. Gordon Bullard & Co. is a proud marketer and distributor of DARK throughout the USA. To
simply call DARK a lighting company would be a disservice and incorrect. One must not pass of such unique pieces
of art and design as simple eye candy as DARK incorporates cutting edge LED Technology creating technical pieces
that deliver light efficiently and precisely while also being wrapped in beautiful shapes and materials.

byiba.com

We provide turn key architectural back light solutions for professional
designers and architects. We take this approach from the light out versus the
substrate in.
As a design professional, your project will arrive at the job site as an engineered
turn key system. The most effective lighting system with the specific substrate;
stone, glass, acrylic, fabric, photographic back-lit material, or metal; as well as all
the necessary hardware for an efficient installation process.
We offer many options in our lighting source collection in order to meet
budgetary and aesthetic goals of the designer.
We are a one stop shop for all your backlighting needs

gordonbullard.com

Gordon Bullard and Company has been in custom fabrication of metal for
35 years and manufacturing of decorative and technical lighting fixtures and
systems for 15. We have both local and global resources and long standing
relationships with a plethora of suppliers that specialize in all aspects of
lighting and substrates. From precision machined housings and fixtures
with custom LED board technology to the finest Murano glass makers in the
world, we offer a unique selection of services, materials, and capabilities for all
custom lighting manufacturing.

karmanitalia.it

KARMAN is an Italian company producing indoor and outdoor lighting. It was
founded in Fossombrone, in the heart of Italy’s Marche region in 2005, from
the creative insight and entrepreneurial spirit of Davide Diamantini. The roots
may be Italian, but the company itself has a strong vocation for operating on
international markets, where its products are distributed with ever-increasing
success. The strong, decorative identity that is such an important part of Karman
means it stands out in the contemporary lighting panorama. Karman’s ability
to put together different projects that are unconventional but have profound
rigor, excellent precision, and significant expertise with multiple material
disciplines and lighting technologies. Light is experienced, first and foremost, as
a continued source of inspiration.

Ghidini
Italy

Exterior Lighting equipment that has been being produced for over thirty years. Products developed with
high level of performance and that are relevant for lighting consultants, distributors and

Marchetti

contractors. The products are applied in projects in the urban, commercial

Italy

and residential sectors.

Italian craftsmanship at it’s best utilizing glass, crystal, and fine

www.ghidini.it/en/company

metals. There are many finishes to choose from. Thanks to a modern
and efficient industrial plant, including an impressive finishing department
and epoxy powder coating oven baked at 180° C, the company creations have
technically advanced color effects. An important detail: the galvanic finish
with 24k gold and 1000 silver, is also made on 316 stainless steel

Karman

for marine environments.

Italy

www.marchettiilluminazione.com

Cerchio Lighting

Karman is an Italian company producing indoor and outdoor lighting.

USA

It was founded in Fossombrone, in the heart of Italy’s Marche region in
Cerchio Lighting prides itself on

2005, from the creative insight and entrepreneurial spirit of Davide Diamantini.

manufacturing and importing the finest

The roots may be Italian, but the company itself has a strong vocation for

collection of specification grade lighting in the

operating on international markets, where its products are distributed with

world all in the celebration of the “circle“. Their

ever-increasing success.

goal is to offer a comprehensive collection of Archi-

www.karmanitalia.it

tectural, Technical, and Decorative lighting delivering the
technology and flexibility of customization. Cerchio Lighting
manufactures from all mediums with specialty in Murano glass,
metal fabrication, and crystals.

Ilfari

www.cerchiolighting.com

The Netherlands

A highly progressive look, almost artistic on light, in combination with a subtle use
of classical elements and sometimes Swarovski Crystals resulting in luxury
lighting objects. Objects that will give modern as well as classic
interiors an individual almost revolutionary turn.
www.ilfari.com

A Specifiers Marketplace

Vistosi

DARK

Bullard Bollards

Belgium

USA

glass production and lighting.

designers using materials ranging from rabbit

nationally and globally sourced.

Castaldi

The world leader in hand blown Murano

A Modern Collection of over 40 different

A comprehensive collection of bollards

www.vistosi.com

fur to Swarovski crystal.

www.bullardbollards.com

BYIBA

www.dark.be

Italy

USA

Castaldi has been an
Turn Key Backlighting Solutions for architectural and design

innovator since 1938 and

applications. Lighting solutions include LED PANELS and LED strips.

in the 1970s it launched its first

Architectural substrates include fabric, thin high-tech stone, Murano glass,

architectural lighting products onto the

acrylic, resin, elevator kits, plate glass, and laser cut metal panels.

market, becoming the pioneer of a new outdoor
lighting concept. For some time now, Castaldi has

www.byiba.com

been one of the major players in the upper echelons of
the international market, capable of offering the widest range
of lighting products, characterized by high performance, refined
design and technological innovation. Great cross for BEGA.

9010

www.castaldilighting.me.uk

Italy

A sister company of Belfiore, 9010 offers a complete line of ceiling and
wall fixtures that are seamlessly integrated into plaster and

Belfiore

drywall applications allowing the light to become an
internal versus an external experience in the

Italy

Lucitalia

architectural design.
A comprehensive collection of ceramic sconces and down-

Italy

www.9010.it/en/

lights both of which can be ceiling or wall-mounted with a
wide range of finishes and colors. Belfiore was originally

Founded in 1966, Lucitalia is an indoor lighting

founded in 1968 in Nove, in the heart of Veneto. Its

line that quickly became one of the most original

beginnings see the production of hand-made ceramics

and innovative manufacturers of modern design

Egoluce &
Egoled	

Antrox			

Italy

in an area rich in the raw materials required for ceramic

products.

Italy

http://www.lucitalia.it/en/company

manufacturing, the area itself has a long tradition in
ceramics that dates back to the XVIII century; the area is

Antrox is a leading technical LED manufacture
specializing in custom applications utilizing extrusions
and specialized substrates offering integrated architectural
lighting solutions.
www.antrox.net

also world famous for its breathtaking landscapes and
rich cultural interests and heritage.
www.belfioresrl.it/en

Architectural LED precise lighting systems
and fixtures. Small fixtures with big light.
Comprehensive collection that ships within two
days. Outdoors and Indoors.
www.egoluce.com
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